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Abstract 
We establish interpolation error estimates for the hp-extension of NCdClec’s curl- and divergence-conforming 
three-dimensional finite elements. Using these interpolation estimates, we investigate the use of higher-order edge 
finite elements for the linear three-dimensional magnetostatic problem. Our estimates show that the standard mixed 
method for the magnetostatic problem can be approximated to optimal order in both h and p. 
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1. Introduction 
A basic model problem in computational electromagnetism is to compute the static magnetic 
field due to a time-invariant distribution of current. Not only is the approximation of this 
problem of interest in its own right (cf. [2]), but approximation problems of this type also 
underly the error analysis of finite-element methods for time-dependent electromagnetic fields 
[14], for time-harmonic fields [15], and for cavity eigenvalue problems [12]. In this paper we 
shall analyze the use of Ntdklec’s curl-conforming elements in R3 [16]. These elements are also 
referred to as edge elements, since the degrees of freedom of the lowest-order space are 
associated with the edges of the element in use (tetrahedron or hexahedron). The use of these 
elements in the electromagnetic ontext is becoming increasingly common (see, for example, 
[2-5,10]), but only low-order linear elements have been used so far. Good approximation 
properties are obtained by refining the mesh or equivalently decreasing the mesh size h. 
However, it is also possible to increase the order of the elements by increasing the degree p of 
the highest-order polynomials in the finite-element basis. This method, called the p-version of 
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the finite-element method, has been used with great success to implement the finite-element 
approximation of elasticity problems (cf. [l]). Given the success of this method in elasticity, it 
seems reasonable to propose the use of a p-version of Nedelec’s elements in electromagnetism. 
Of course it is also possible to very both p and h to obtain a better approximation. In this 
paper we shall analyze the combined hp-method using Nedelec’s elements (for the h-version 
this problem was analyzed in [17]). An additional advantage of this analysis is that it shows that 
even for a conventional h-version, using a higher-order method (a larger fixed p) results in a 
decrease in the constant appearing in the error estimate. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall describe in detail the magnetostatic 
problem and the hp finite-element method that we propose to analyze. In Section 3 we derive 
interpolation error estimates for the hp-version using an extension of the methods of Suri [18] 
and Milner and Suri [13]. In particular, we show how to extend their methods to R3 and 
curl-conforming elements. In order to prove error estimates for the curl of a function, we also 
have to prove hp-estimates for divergence-conforming elements in R3. Higher-norm estimates 
of this type are not considered in [13,18]. In Section 4 we prove that the BabuSka-Brezzi 
condition [6] is satisfied even under hp-extension and provide error estimates for the magneto- 
static problem. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let fl c R3 be a bounded, simply connected polygon with connected boundary r. Let the 
unit outward normal be denoted by n. Suppose that R is occupied by a linear material of 
susceptibility Y and that the boundary r is a perfect conductor. Then the problem of 
computing the static magnetic field H due to a static current density J is the problem of 
finding H such that 
VXH=J, in a, (1) 
V-v-‘H=O, in 0, (2) 
H-n =0, on r. (3) 
Here v E L”(0) is a positive function. Of course for solvability we must have that V. J = 0 in R. 
There are a variety of techniques for approximating H, but, as in [2], we shall use a vector 
potential. By virtue of (2), there is a vector function A such that 
v-‘H= VXA, in R. (4) 
To specify A completely, we can assume the gauge condition that V-A = 0 in 0, and, using (4) 
in (31, we conclude that it suffices to take A X n = 0 on r. Thus the problem we shall 
approximate is the problem of finding a vector function A such that 
VX (vVXA) =J, in 0, (5) 
V-A =O, in 0, (6) 
nXA=O, on r. (7) 
Using the mixed method approach, this problem may be formulated as a saddle point problem. 
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Let us introduce the spaces 
H(cur1; 0) = ( U E (L*(0))3 I vx 24 E (L*(q)3), 
H,(curl; 0) = { uEH(cur1; fi)]nxu=Oon r}, 
HAP) = ( 4 E L*(R) I Vq E ( L2(fl))3 and q = 0 on 1‘}. 
Then (5)~(7) becomes the problem of finding (A, q> E H&curl; 0) X H,‘(fin) such that 
(~47x4 Vx 3/) + (V4, *) = (J, Icl), v’rCIE4(curl; n>, (8) 
(4 VP) = 0, VP E&(fl), (9) 
where J E (I,*(l2>)“. We remark that (9) is the weak analogue of (6). If v E L”(fin) is such that 
there are constants vmin and v,, with 
0 < vmin < V(X) < vrnax <~0, a.e. in 0, 
and J E (L2(fl))3, the Brezzi theory of saddle point problems [6] and the Friedrich’s inequality 
(cf. [ll]) may b e used to prove the existence of a unique solution (A, q). If furthermore 
V *J = 0 in 0, we can use the choice JI = Vq in (8) to show that Vq = 0 and hence q = 0. The 
key observation is that I,Q = Vq is an important test function for this problem. As we shall see, 
Nedelec’s elements allow this choice of test function in the discrete problem. 
Now let NN c H&curl; 0) and S, c Hi(n) be a family of finite-dimensional subspaces 
indexed by N. The finite-dimensional problem is to find (AN, qN) E NN X S, such that 
(vVxAN, VxqN) + (VqN, +“) = (J, @‘), W”-& (10) 
(AN, V/P) = 0, vp” E s,. (11) 
In practice, NN and S, are finite-element spaces constructed on a mesh consisting of elements 
of maximum diameter h, and using polynomials of degree indexed by pN. Thus, N = N(h,, pN). 
We are interested in analyzing the error as pN -+ m and h, + 0 either separately or together. 
To describe error estimates, we introduce the norm 11. IlHc on H(cur1; 0) defined by 
]I u I] HC = ( 11 82 11; + iI v x 24 kl ) * ‘I2 where I] * )I o is the (L2(a>>3 norm. In addition, we shall use 
the standard notation (I . (I j,s for the jth Sobolev norm on the domain S. 
In the general case, the approximation properties of (10) and (11) can be analyzed using the 
Babushka-Brezzi theory [6]. This reduces to proving the existence of constants (Y > 0 and p > 0 
such that 
SUP (UN, vPN)-dtpNIIh bNESN, (12) 
u~EN,,IIu~IIHE<~ 
and if 2, = {uN E NN ](yN, VpN) = 0, VpN E S,}, then 
(YV x UN, vXVN)~~pllVNII;‘, VVNEZN. 
When (12) and (13) are satisfied, we have the following quasi optimal estimate: 
(13) 
(14) 
where u is a constant independent of pN and h, (and so independent of N). 
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Now we describe the finite elements used in this paper. These are the first curl-conforming 
spaces of NedClec on hexahedra [16]. The reference element k is the unit cube l? = [ - 1, 113. 
We denote by Ql,m,n the set of polynomials in three variables x1, x2, x3 of maximum degree 1 
in x1, m in x2 and it in x3 and denote by Ql,m the set of polynomials in two variables [r, t2 of 
maximum degree I in t1 and m in t2. Then, on the reference element, the space of vector basis 
function is 
Fp = {u = h ~27 ~3) 1~1 E Qp-l,jw ~2 E Qp,p-1,p’ ~3 E Q,,,,,-1). 
The degrees of fceedom for this element are given in terms of integrals over the edges, faces 
and interior of K. For a sufficiently smooth function u (for example, u E (H’(fl>>3 for some 
Y > l), we define 
b&(u) = / u .t,q ds, 4 E Q,_,(C), for the twelve edges 2 of k 
e^ 
where t, is the unit tangent to edge e^ , WI 
dA, 4 = (a, q2), 41 E Q,-2,,-1(f), q2 E Q,-I,,-2(f), 
for each of the six faces f^ of ri’ where nf is the unit outward normal on f^ , 
k&(u) = /u ‘4 di, 4 = (41, qz, q3), 
k 
q1 E Qg-1,p-2,p-2, q2 E Qp-2,p-14-27 q3 E Qp-2,p-2,p-1 . 
I 
(17) 
The degrees k?(u) = fik( u) u fi& u) u A?& u> are curl-conforming and unisolvent [16]. 
Now we suppose that L! is filled with hexahedra that are affine equivalent to the reference 
element and of maximum diameter h. Of course this assumption restricts the class of domains 
covered by our theory. We denote by r,, the set of all hexahedra in this mesh and assume in 
addition that 7h is regular and qua$ uniform [7]. By the assumption of affine equivalence, if 
K E rh, there is an affine map FK : K + K, given by 
F#) =B,f+b,, WEI?, 
where B, is a nonsingular 3 x 3 matrix, b, is a 3-vector and F,(k) =,K. 
Any function u on K is related to a corresponding function i on K by 
(18) 
u 0 FK= (B;)-‘2. (19) 
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In particular, (19) tells how to obtain finite-element functions on K from those functions in fp 
on Z?. Nedelec shows that if & represent interpolation on 2 using (1%(17) and if nK 
represents interpolation on K, then 
(U - rKu) 0 FK = (B;)‘-l(ii - &ii), (20) 
so that standard methods may be used to estimate the h-dependence of the interpolation error 
for fixed p [16]. Now we can define the space 
NN= u”EH,,(curl; fi)]ulK 0 F,=(Bi)-‘li,where ri~i~~,tlK~~~~). 
{ (21) 
The zero boundary condition is implemented simply by taking the degrees of freedom in (15) 
and (16) associated with edges and faces on r to be zero. We denote by 7~~ the interpolation 
operator into NN defined elementwise by (20). 
The space S, is much simpler to describe, since it is the standard space of continuous 
piecewise p-degree functions on TV: 
S, = (4 E Hi (0) I q 0 FK = 2 for some 6 E QPN,PN,PN, VK E TV,>. 
NedClec shows the fundamental relationship between S, and NN: 
(22) 
VS,cN,. (23) 
Thus we see that the first BabuSka-Brezzi condition (12) is simple to verify [17]. We pick 
vN = VqN/II VqN II o; then (uN, VqN) = II VqN II o > (Y II qN II 1 by the standard PoincarC inequal- 
ity for functions in H,l(n>. 
The second condition (13) is much more tricky to verify, and we postpone a discussion of it 
until we have proved interpolation error estimates for the elements in question. 
3. Interpolation error 
In this section we prove interpolation error estimates for the hp-version on hexahedra. 
Recall that we have assumed that TV is a regular and quasi uniform mesh consisting of 
elements that are affine equivalent to a given reference element. For this section, n does not 
have to be simply connected, nor does r have to have a single component. 
First we prove a p-version estimate on the reference element K. The general outline of the 
proof is to obtain Legendre polynomial expansions of li and 7;; and so obtain an expansion for 
li - 7;Ii. Then using either estimates of standard Sobolev norms, or using trace theorems, we 
can bound the error in terms of standard Sobolev norms of 2. 
Theorem 3.1. Let li E (H’(k))3, 
A 
r > 1, and let the interpolant 7;; E P, be defined using 
(15)~(17); then there is a constant C independent of i and p such that 
II ii - 7;ii II o,R < cp-“- l) II i I( r,k. (24) 
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In addition, if; E (W’,‘(k))” for some s > 2 or if; E (H1+‘(0))3 for some E > 0, then 
II li - 7ii II 0,R < 
I 
c[ p-1 II fi Ilw’qk) + II f II I], 
c[ P-l II c II 1+c,k + II h II I] * 
(25) 
Using this theorem and the following result from [18] (modified to three dimensions), we can 
prove an hp-estimate for the global interpolant rTTN. 
Lemma 3.2. Let li E (H’(I?))3 and u E (H’(fl))3 f or some r 2 0. Suppose u and li are related by 
(19); then 
inf Illi-$11 
~‘r(Q,-l,p~,,p~*)3 
r,i < Ch~3’2h;i”(p+1,r+1) II u II r,K, (26) 
and the same inequality holds if the W’,“(K)- and Wl,“(k?)-norms are used. 
Remark. The extra power of h is due to the overall scaling by (Bi)-’ in (20). 
We then obtain the following hp-error estimate. 
Theorem 3.3. Let u E ( H’>0))3 for some r > 1 and let ?T~ : ( Hr(fl)>3 + NN be the interpolation 
operator defined using (1%(17) elementwise. Then, 
II u - rrnu II O,R < Chp(p,,r)p,$-l) II u II r,n. (27) 
In addition the following stability estimate holds if u E (W I,‘( 0))3 for some s > 2 or if u E 
(H”‘(0))3 for some E > 0: 
ll u - r,,Tu ll o,fl < 
C[ &pi’ II u II wlqn) + h, II u II I,,], 
c[ h,P,’ 11 u II ~+E,R + h, II u II ,,,I. 
(28) 
We prove Theorem 3.3, assuming that Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Theorem 3.1, for any K E TV, we have that for any f E (QP_l,P_,,P_1)3, 
II i - 9% ]I o,R = ]I(; - G) - 7;(S -G) ]I o,R < CpN(T--1) II i - G II r,i. 
But by (20), a scaling argument, the above estimate and Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
1) u - rKu II O,K < Chy’ II i -&i II o,~ < ChK1pN(r-l)h~(pN+l,r+l) 11 u II r,K. 
Adding this estimate over all elements proves the result in (27). Eq. (28) is proved analogously 
using (25). 0 
Next we prove Theorem 3.1. In order to perform this proof, we need to recall some facts 
about Legendre polynomials. Let {L&t)}, j = 0, 1,. . . , denote the Legendre polynomials on 
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[- 1, 11, q49 is a polynomial of degree j and the family is orthogonal in the L2( - 1, 1) inner 
product in the sense that 
Any u E L2(k) may be expanded as 
u(59 q? P) = C C i u,,j,kL,(5)Lj(rl)Lk(~), 
k=O j=O i=O 
and by the orthogonality properties of the Legendre polynomials, 
Ilullo2,,= 5 2 c 8af,j,k 
k=O j=O i=O (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + ‘) . 
Using the recurrence relation for these polynomials, 
1)(2j + 1)(2k + l) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(see [HI). Also recall that the Legendre polynomials are chosen so that Lj(l) = 1 and 
Lj( - 1) = ( - 1)‘. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let li = (G,, G2, 2,); then the interpolant of li, denoted 7;& can be 
computed component by component so that 
7;i = ((+q, (l%q2, (%q3) = (++,, +*ii,, &,li,). 
Thus it suffices to estimate, say, (I i;r - 7;lii, II o,~. Let (5, 7, F) denote the coordinate vector of 
a point in the reference element. Using the degrees of freedom in (15)~(171, we see that 
+FIC1 E QP_l,P,P satisfies 
/’ jl (4 - W&)(5, rl, + W(tX(r> d5 dr = 0, Q4 E Qp-1, SE Qp-2, 
-1 -1 
(34) 
I’ (4 - +$,)(E, + 1, 5 l)+(5) d5 = 0, v+ E Q,-,. (35) 
-1 
The first part of the proof_is to obtain an expansion of Li, - 7i,O, in terms of Legendre 
polynomials. Since GI E I,*(K), it has an expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials given by 
‘1 = fI It E ai,j,,Li(5)Lj(77>Lk(~). (36) 
i=O j-0 k=O 
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The interpolant 7;iCi may also be expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials as 
Next we express the coefficients in (37) in terms of the coefficients in (36). 
From (32), picking 4(t) = L,(t), l(n) = Lp(r) and $(p) = L,,(p), we have that 
a = 
Cf>P>Y 
b m,p,y, for 0 <P GP - 2, 
1 
O<cY<p-1, 
o<y<p-2. 
From (33) with the choice 4(t) =L,([) and e(p) =L,(P), we have 
iP,,j,,Lj(fl)= ~L2,;j,yLj(Zkl), O<Cr,<p-l7 O<YGPd2* 
j=O j=O 
Using (38) and the fact that Lj( f 1) = (+ l)j, we obtain the coupled system 
cc m 
(38) 
b a,p,y +ba,p-l,y = C aa,j,y’ ba,p,y -ba,p-l,y = C (-l)l-Pa~,j,r* 
j=p-1 j=p-1 
Solving this system, we find the solution 
m 
b a.P>Y = C a,,j+p-l,yT 
j=O, jodd 
(39) 
ba,p-l,y = C aol,j+p-l,yy 
j=O, jeven 
(40) 
for 0 G (Y <p - 1 and 0 G y <p - 2. In the same way, using (34), we obtain 
b O$,P = a,P,k+p-l’ 
k=O,kodd 
(41) 
b a,P,p-1 = Ii a a,p,k+p-1' (42) 
k =O, k even 
for 0 G CY <p - 1 and 0 G p <p - 2. It remains to find ba,p,p_l, bo,p-l,p, ba,p,p and bcr,p-i,p-i 
for 0 < (Y <p - 1. This is considerably more tedious than the above derivations. Picking 
$(,$) = L,(t) in (35), we obtain 
Picking the four combinations of f 1 in this equation, we obtain the system 
’ 1 1 1 1\ 1 Lv ’ ‘4’ 
1 1 -1 -1 ba,p,p--l F2 
= 1 -1 1 -1 bol,p--l,p F3 ’ 
\l -1 -1 1, \ba,p-l,p-l, \ F4, 
(43) 
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where F1,..., F4 are expressed in terms of known quantities (after some algebra!): 
m cc m m 
j=p-1 k=p-1 j=p-1 k=p-1 
F3 = 2 g aa,j,k(-l)k-P? F4 = E 2 a,,j,k(-l)k+‘. 
j=p-1 k=p-1 j=p-1 k=p-1 
Solving (43) and simplifying the result, we obtain that for 0 G (Y <p - 1, 
m cc 
b 
a,P,P 
=a a,p,p + c c acx,j,ki (1 + (- l)j-“);(l + (- l)k-“), 
j=p+l k=p+l 
cc m 
b 
a,p,p--l = 
a 
o,p,p-I + c c aa,j,ki (1 + (- l)j-“)+(l - (- l)k-“), 
j=p k=p 
m m 
b 
a,P- l,P = a”.P- 1,P + C C ‘a,j,ki (1 - (- l)j-“);(l + (- l)kP”), 
j=p k=p 
cc’ m 
b a,p-l,p-1 = a a,p-l,p-1 + c c ‘ol,j,ki (1 - (- l)j-“);(l - (- l)k-“). 
j=p k=p 
Now estimate the error as follows: 
‘( ‘i,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=O j=O k=O (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
i=O j=O k=p+l 
i=O jzp-1 k=O i=O j=p-1 k=p-1 i=O j=p-1 k=p+l 
+-c c ‘c 
i=O j=p+l k=O 
D-1 cc o-20 p-l m p@ mm co@ 
+cc c +cc c 
i=p j=O k=O 
i=O j=p+l k=p-1 i=p j=O k=p+l 
mp-1 p @ 
+cc c 
m P-2 m @ 
+cc c 
i=p j=O k=p-1 i=p j-0 k=p-1 
i=p j=p-1 k=O i=p jzp-_l k=p-1 i=p j=p-1 k=p+l 
+e yc2@+E c f:“+c 2 c” 
i=p j=p+l k=O i=p j=p+l k=p-1 i=p j=p+l k=p+l 
x 
8( ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
(2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
Each term in this sum must be estimated. 
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The term marked @ is easiest since it vanishes by (38). All the terms marked @ (with at 
least one infinite limit of summation) can also be easily estimated. For example, 
p-lp-2 m 
cc c 
‘( ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=o j=() k=p+l (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + l) 
p-lp-2 m 
8(ai,j,k)2 
~ ids ~~~ ,E_l (2i + 1)(2j + l)(2k + 1) 
(1 + i2 +j2 + k2)r 
(1 +P2y 
c co m m 
8aF,j,k 
G p2’ go j:. & (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) Q+ i2 +j2 + k2)r 
for any r>O. (49) 
Here we have used the fact that for the range of subscripts in this sum bi,j,k = 0. The remaining 
type @ terms are estimated similarly. 
The terms marked @ and @ are more difficult. We estimate these in two cases. The first is 
for r > 2, and the second is for r = 1 + E, 1 2 E > 0. We start with the terms marked 0 in the 
case I- > 2. Using (41) and (421, 
P-lP-2 P 
cc c 
‘Cai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=o j=O k=p-1 (2i + 1)(2.i + 1)(2k + ‘) 
p-l p-2 
’ 
= iFo jFo (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) [ [z<i,j&+P-rr + [iri,j,k+P--r]]* (50) 
But for r1 > t, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
L 1 
2 g ai,j,k+p-l < 2 a~,j,k(l+iZ+j2+k2)‘1 f (1+i2+j2+k2)-” 
k=2 k=p+l k=p+l 
2 r1+1/2 
GCp-(2r,_~) i a?i.k(l+i~~~~k ) . 
k=p+l 
A similar estimate holds for <cy=,, kevenai,i,k+,_ ,j2, and so, using the above estimate in (50), 
P-l p-2 P 
cc c 
‘( ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=o j=o kzp-l (xi + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
cp - w, - 1) m 
c 
ai,j,k(l + i2 + j2 + k2)‘1+1’2 
i=o j=O (2i + 1)(2j + 1) kzp+t 2k+l 
< cF2Q II ii1 II r,+1/2,& G CP-2r+1 II ii, ll,2,R, (51) 
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where the last inequality holds if we choose r = r, + 3 > 1. The other term of type @ is 
estimated similarly. 
Next we turn to the term of type @ in (48). Again we do the smooth case (r > 2) first, using 
an extension of the methods of [18]. The type @ term is 
i=o j=p_1 kzp_l (2i + 1)(&i + 1)(2k + 1) 
‘i,P,P - ‘i,p,P)’ + Cai.~-l,P - bi,p-*,p)2 
+ (qpJ- 1 - b. r,P,P-l)* + @i,p-l,P-I -pi,,-,,,-,)*). (52) 
We estimate each term on the right-hand side of (52). For example, from (441, 
(%P,P -b,,,,)” = ( 2 
2 
ai,j,k~(l + (-l)‘-“)~(l + ( -l)k-p) 
j=p+l k=p+l 
i 
cc m 
~’ j=~+, ,=~++la’j’* 
(1 + i* +j* + k”)rl+’ 
(2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
x E : (l+i*+j*+k*)-‘l 
j=p+l k=p+l i 
m m 
<cp-*w 
c 
(1 +i2+j2+k2)'1+1 
c Gk (2j + 1)(2/k + 1) * j=p+l k=p+l 
(53) 
Thus, 
G CP -2(r-1)ll 221 II&, 
where rl = Y - 1 > 1 (or Y > 2). Using this estimate (and similar estimates for the remaining 
terms) in (521, we can bound the terms of type @ by Cp-2(r-1) (1 i& ll,?~. Hence, using this 
estimate and (51) and (491, we establish the estimate 
II G, - 7i,Li, II o,R< cp-“-“)I Li, 1) r,k, 
for r > 2. 
(54) 
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Now we extend this estimate to less regular functions Li,. We need to estimate terms of type 
0 and @ in (48) in more detail. Again we start with type @ terms. Of course (51) is 
sufficient if we are only concerned with estimate (24) but not to prove (25). First we not_e that 
by assumption (if 7ili is to be well-defined) the trace of i on & is well-defined in L2(X) and 
so, 
/L /’ (fir@, q,k 1))2 dS dr < ~0. 
-1 -1 
This implies that 
4 
i$O j$O (2i + 1)(2j + 1) 
2 L&l) 2<co. 
k=0U’3J3k I 
To use this trace bound, we rewrite (50) using (41) and (42) as follows: 
P-lP-2 P 
cc c 8( 'i,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=O j=O kEp-l (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
’ & Y$’ IC2 (2i + l)l(2j + 1) I-0 J-0 
ri E LQ&+ 2 (-l)k-“-2a,jk ) 2 X , > k=p+l k=p+l 
+ ( k$+lai,j,k- k~+~~-1,k-p-2u~,j,k)2) 
G & ycl Ic2 (2i + l,‘,,j + 1> { ( 5 ‘i,j,k - 5 ui,j,k)2 
r-o j-0 k=O k=l 
c ai,j,k(-3)k- 5 (-l)kui,j,k 
k=O k=l 
(55) 
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The fir-$ two infinite sums on the right-hand side are bounded by the trace estimate on the 
faces f,= {x E aK I i3 = + l} in (55) and we rewrite the finite sums in k as follows: 
2k + 1 
provided i G Y. 
The estimate of the type @ term is similar. Now we note that by assumption, for each edge 
e^ E dK with unit direction vector $;, we have 
II li * t^,- II o,e^ < co. 
Hence if we denote 
2++={(5,~,~)EalZi77=~1,~=+1), 
then 
(56) 
We use this observation to estimate each term in (52). Again we only do the first term in detail. 
Using again (44) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
8 Pc1 (%P,P - %J,J’ 
(2p - 1)2 i=a 2i+ 1 
8 p-1 1 
CP ’ (2p - 1)’ i=O 2i + 1 j$+I k$+Iui.j,k)2’ ( iJ+I k$+l(-1)‘-pu~3j,~)2 
+ 2 2 (-l)k-“a,jk , , 
j=p+l k=p+l 
+ 2 f (-l)k+jai,j,k 
j=p+l k=p+l 
(57) 
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We estimate each of the double sum terms using the trace result in (56). We only show the 
estimate for the first term, since the remaining terms are analogous: 
The term denoted Q is estimated by the trace estimate (56) on e,,. The terms p and y must 
also be estimated carefully. First, we estimate p in the low-regularity case: 
This term is estimated using (55) (after substitution in (57)). 
In the second case, 
P m LZ:,~,~(~ + i2+j2 + k2) P 
The term y in (58) can be estimated similarly. The last term in (58) is easier: 
6= 
=G 
P P ~&(l +i2+j2+k2)r P 
’ ’ (2j+1)(2k+1) j=Ok=O (1+i2+j2+k2)’ 
c i (2j + 1)(2k + 1) 
j=O k=O 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
for any r 2 1. Combining (59)-(61) in (58) and using the trace estimate (561, then using this 
estimate in (57), we have shown that 
‘cl (‘i,p,p - bi,p,p)2 
C 
I 
C II~~~,llo2,~+~211~~Ilo2,a~+~211Lilll~~ , if r=l, 
e=ait I 
(62) 
i=O 2i+l ’ 
c 
[ 
c II ii *t, llo$ +P-2(‘-2)ll ci, II& , 
1 
l<r<2. 
e^EaZ 
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Of course, II 2, II&t G C II G, II&. Use of (62) and (56) in (48) (together with (49)) shows that for 
l<r<2, 
1) 0, - &$a, ]I& i c p-2 c 1) u . t, II& +p-2(‘-‘)11 ii, II& . 
I 
(63) eEak 1 
To prove the error estimate (24), we just recall that when Y > 1, by the trace theorem, 
and use (63) or (54) according to r. 
To prove the stability result (251, we again use the trace theorem to show that 
c II ii * t, II 0,; i 
i 
c II fi ll&yk,, 
;EarZ c II ii II 1+e,R. 
The stability result follows from (63) with Y = 1. This completes the proof of our primary error 
estimate. Cl 
Next we prove an hp-version estimate for the approximation of the curl of a function. Our 
main result is the following. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose V X u E (H’(f2))3 and u E (H “‘(Q))3 for r > i; then there is a constant 
C independent of u such that 
II V x u - V x rNu II o,n < Ch~in(PN,‘)p,(‘-“2)11V x u II r,n. (64) 
Remark. In comparison to (27) we see that we have the same power of h, in this estimate as in 
the L2 estimate in (27). The assumption that u E (H”1(0>)3 ensures that rTTNu is well-defined. 
To prove this theorem, we recall Nedelec’s divergence-conforming vector elements in lR3 
[16]. Let 
H(div; 0) = (ZJ E (L2(fl))3) V-u E L’(a)); 
then NedClec [16] constructs a conforming finite-element approximation to H(div; 0) by using 
the reference cube 2 = [ - 1, 113 and the polynomial space 
+: = {u = (~1, ~2, ~3) 1~1 E Qg,p-l,p-~ ~2 E Qp-~p,p-1, ~3 E Qp-,,,-I,,}~ (65) 
The degrees of freedom for this space are given on the faces and interior of k as follows: 
A?@(u) = hAu *nfq dA, q E Q,_,,,_,({), for each face {of k , 
I 
i&(u) = 
i 
1) .q di, q = (91, q2, qJ, 41 E Qp-2,p--l,p-17 q2 E Qp-1,p-2,p-19 
q3 E Qp--l,p--l,p-2 . 
I 
(66) 
(67) 
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NCdelec [16] shows that the degrees of freedom (66) and (67) are H(div; 0) conforming and 
unisolvent. Using these degrees of freedom, we can define an interpolant 7jo : (H1/2+E(K))3 + 
FpD for any E > 0 by requiring eDu E FPD to satisfy 
&(u GDU) =ti& -SDu) = {O}. (68) 
Using the reference element and the affine map (18), if K E rh, and FK : I? --f K, we obtain a 
finite-element function u on K from a function ti E PpD by the transformation 
u 0 FK=B&. (69) 
We first establish a p-version interpolation theorem on I?. 
Theorem 3.5. Let li E (H’(k))3 f or some Y > i; then there is a constant C depending on l? and r 
but not p or li such that 
11 i - 7jD; 11 o,k < Cp-“- 1’2) 11 ; 11 r,i. (70) 
Once this theorem is proved, we can invoke the following extension of [18, Lemma 3.21 to 
prove an hp-estimate. 
Lemma 3.6. Let u E (H’( K))3 f or some r > t. Suppose u and 3 are related by (69); then, 
inf 
*E(Q~-I,~-,,~-$ 
II i - JG II 0,R 1 < Ch,3/2h;in(P--l,r--1) 11 u \l r K. (71) 
Remark. Again the unusual power of h, is due to the factor B, in the transformation (69). 
From Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 we have an hp-interpolation result for H(div; a> 
elements. 
Theorem 3.7. Let u E (H’(12))3 f or some r > 4; then there is a constant C independent of u and p 
such that 
II u - nDu II O,R < Ch$“(pN,r)p;(r-1’2) II u II r,n, 
where rD is the divergence conforming interpolant on a corresponding to 7jD. 
Proof. This is immediate and similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. By Theorem 3.5 and the 
invariance of (Q,_1,,_1,,_1)3 under 7iD, we have for any 9 E (QP_l,P_l,P_1)3, 
(I li - eDC I] rJ$ = ]I (I - 7jD)(& - G) (I o$ < CpJ-1’2) II ti - 3 1) r,R, 
and by Lemma 3.6 and a scaling argument, 
(I u - rDu I] O,K < Ch5’2 II ti - SD2 (I o,~ < Chmin(pN,r)pi(r--‘2) II u II r,K, 
and adding this estimate over all hexahedra proves the desired result. 0 
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Assuming Theorem 3.5 is proven, we can use Theorem 3.7 to prove Theorem 3.4 by invoking 
the following result due to Nedelec [17]. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose u is sufficiently smooth that rrTTNu is well-defined (recall that TV is the global 
NN interpolant); then, 
vxx~u=5rDvxu. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Using Lemma 3.8, 
II v x (u - QU) II 0,R = II (I- Q)( v x u> II O,R> 
and the right-hand side may be estimated by Theorem 3.7. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need only prove the result for one 
component of li, say ii,. Using Legendre polynomials, we have 
P P-lP-1 
(72) 
and the degrees of freedom (66) and (67) may be written (when applied to GI> 
v4 E Qp-z> 5~ Qp-1, cc, E Qp-l, V-3) 
illl_;lJ4 - bw)l)( + 1, rl, ~u)~(d~(~u) dv dp = 0, vi-, ti E Q,-1. (74) 
From (711, using the choice +([I = L,(t), l(r) = Lj(n) and $(,u) = Lk(p) and the orthogonality 
relation (291, we see that 
i 
O<i<p-2, 
bi,j,k = ai,j,k) for OGjGp-1, (75) 
O<k<p-I. 
Using (741, with the choice l(q) = Lp(n) and 4(p) = L,,(p), we obtain 
forO<p<p-landO<y<p-1. 
As in the derivation of (39) and (401, this equation may be solved to yield 
b 
P--1,P,Y = f: ai+p- l$,y 9 
i=O,ieven 
b P,P>Y = 2 ai+p-- l$,y 7 
i=O,iodd 
(76) 
(77) 
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for 0 <p <p - 1 and 0 G y <p - 1. The estimate of ii, - (7;&)i now follows 
each term on the right-hand side of 
II fi1 - (7jDiq1 IIo,B = 2 c 5 
i=O j=O k=O 
i=p-1 j=O k=O i=O j=O k=O i=p+l j=O k=O 
i=O j=O k=p i=p+l j=O k=p i=O j=p k=O 
i=p+l j=p k=O i=O j=p k=p i=p+l j=p k=p 
by estimating 
x l 8(ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 I (2i + 1)(2k + 1)(2k + 1) * (78) 
Each of the terms marked @ can be estimated in the same way as the estimation summarized 
in (49). For example, 
5 CIE 8( ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 -5 II fi, II& 
iEp+l j=p kcp (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) ’ P*’ 
for any r a 0. 
The term marked @ in (78) is zero by (75) and it remains to estimate the term marked 0. 
This must be done in two cases, first for smooth and second for rough data. By smooth data we 
mean the case when r > 1. In that case, using similar estimates to those leading up to (51), we 
obtain 
P mm 8( ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i-f;‘tl jFo kGo (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) ’ cp-2(‘-“2) II ‘l ‘I” 
for any r > 1. 
The second case is to estimate @ in (78) for r = + + E using arguments like those leading to 
(56) to show that 
P mm 
8(ai,j,k - bi,j,k)2 
i=F_l jFo kFo (2i + 1)(2j + 1)(2k + 1) ” ( ‘-l ‘I lil ‘lo’,” +‘- 
2(r-1’2q Li, II&} 
< cp -2(r-l/2) 11 fi, II?&, 
for i < r G 1. Combining the above estimates in (78) proves the theorem. 0 
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4. The discrete Friedrich’s inequality 
In this section we prove (13) in a simple case. We assume 0 is a convex polyhedron that can 
be meshed using hexahedral elements that are affine equivalent to the reference element. We 
also assume that the mesh is regular and quasi uniform. Obviously this is an extremely simple 
geometry. More complex domains might be handled using isoparametric or blending function 
methods. We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 and TV, be as described above and let 
ZN={~ENNI(+, VP,,J=O, VP,-N}. 
Then there exists a constant C independent of N such that for all vN E Z,, 
II ON II 0 G C II v x +.II 0 and IIv,IIO~CU,,‘,IIU”~VXV~IIO. 
Remark. It would be very useful to be able to extend Theorem 4.1 to nonconvex polyhedra. The 
continuous analogue of this result holds for arbitrary bounded Lipschitz smooth domains with 
connected boundary r [SJl]. 
Using Theorem 4.1, we have that p in (13) is a constant independent of N. Then by (14) we 
have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Let fi and rh, be as described above; then, if A E (H ‘+ 1(0))3 for r > 1 and if A 
satisfies (8) and (9) with V *J = 0, the following estimate holds: 
11 A -A, II Hi < Ch;in(pN,r)pi(r-1’2) 11 A I( r+l,R. 
Proof. We recall that since V * F = 0, we know qN = q = 0 and so we may choose ,uN = 0 in (14). 
We choose vN = rNA and use Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 to estimate the error term. 0 
It remains to prove Theorem 4.1. We do this using a slight simplification of the argument of 
NCdClec [16] and check that the constants are independent of h, and pN. First we recall the 
following inverse estimate for hp-elements (cf. [HI). If’ vN E NN, 
II UN II E&’ < Ch$p,$ tI UN II o,n, (79) 
for all E sufficiently close to zero (cf. [lS]>. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since V X UN E ( L2(12)j3 is a piecewise polynomial, we have the 
regularity V X uN f~ (H’(12)j3 for 0 < E < i (cf., for example, [9]). Thus, if we define w E 
(H’(0))3 by 
vxw=vxuN and V.w=O, in J2, 
wXn=O, on r, 
(80) 
(81) 
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and use the fact that 0 is a convex polyhedron, we have that for some Ed > 0 (related to the 
solid angles subtended at the edges and corners of the cube) w E (H”‘(CI))3 for 0 < E < l o and 
11 w 11 l+t,fl < c 11 v x uN 11 t,n* (82) 
But by Theorem 3.4, rNw is well-defined and 
11 r,&,w 11 o,R < 11 w II 0,f2 + c[ hNP;l II w II 1 +t,R + h, II f+’ II l,fZ] 
< iI I+’ II O,R + c[ hNPil II v x vN II E,R + h, II v x uN II O,f2] * 
Using the a priori estimate (82) and the inverse inequality (791, we readily derive 
11 dew II 0,~ < c(1 + hNPN1hNeP$ +&,I} II v x uN II O,R, 
and picking 0 < E < mint+, l o) proves that 
11 rNw 11 O,fi < c 11 v x vN 11 O,fl* (83) 
Using (80) and (811, we may write UN = w + Vq for some 4 E H,‘(R). But since nNw is 
well-defined, we see that rNVq must be well-defined. Furthermore, Nedelec [16l shows that 
nNVq = Vq, for some qN E s,. Hence using the fact that UN is discrete divergence free (by 
which we mean that UN E ZN), 
(‘NY UN) = (UN, TNw + VqN) = (UN, TNW) < II UN II o,fi iI rNw II o,fl* 
Use of (83) completes the proof. 0 
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